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To (ZZZ whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, JOHN LANIUs,a citizen 

of the United States, residing at Galion, in 
the county of Crawford and State of Ohio, 
have invented certain new and useful Im 
provements in Railway Signal - Flags, of 
which the following is a speci?cation. . 
My invention pertains to improvements in 

what may be styled ‘ ‘railway signal ?ags and 
staffs.” 

Said invention has for its object to pro 
mote simplicity of construction and to facili 
tate the manipulating of the parts and other 
wise add to the convenience and utility of 
the same; and to these ends the invention 
consists of certain features substantially as 
hereinafter fully disclosed, and particularly 
pointed out by the claims. ' 

In the accompanying drawings, illustrat~ 
ing the preferred embodiment of my inven 
tion, Figure 1 is a view in elevation of the 
same. Fig. 2 is a broken-away enlarged 
view more especially of the flexible portion 
or joint in the staff. Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 
disassembled detailed views of certain com-> 
ponent parts of the invention. Fig. 7 is a 
broken detailed perspective view of one of‘ 
said parts. - 

In the disclosure of my invention I form 
the flag 1 of thin sheet metal or compressed 
?brous or equally-durable material, which is 
in continuation of said flag bent or formed 
into a slightly-upward tapering tube 1'“I to 
constitute a portion of the staff, with a re 
turned ?at edge portion or terminal 1b, 
which is suitably secured by rivets, solder, 
cement, or otherwise to the opposite inner 
edge of the flag. In the upper end of said 
tube is inserted a plug or cup 1°, preferably 
of wood or metal, the purpose of which is ob— 
vious. A base 2 is also provided of malle 
able or pressed iron or of steel having verti~ 
cal braces or plate-like formations 2"L 2“, out— 
standing from and at right angles to a cen 
tral plate-like member 2'”. Said base has its 
upper end portion, or that equipped with the 
p ate formations 0r braces 2a 2“, inserted 
into the lower or larger end of the tube 1"“, 
which plates serve tobrace the base in posi 
tion therein, while the plate ,or brace 2a in 
addition extends and is in common secured 
or riveted to and between the ?at edge por 
tion 1b of the tube and the opposite portion 
of the flag 1, as shown in Fig. 1, the purpose 
of which is apparent. Said casting or base 2 
below the braces or plate formations just 

noted has integral therewith at a suitable 
interval apart an upper and a lower disk for 
mation 2° 2“, respectively, intermediately of 
which and also integral therewith are ra 
dialplate formations or braces 21. Still far 
ther down the casting or base 2 has formed 
therewith additional radial plate formations 
26, the‘ same, however, not extending oute 
ward as far as the parts thereabove, and hav 
ingv numerous notches 2‘3e in their edges to 
provide for the effective engagement there 
with of the inner edges or portions of the up 
per end spirals of a spring 3, compactly 
coiled into tubular form,‘ as shown, to form, 
together with said, base or casting 2, practi» 
cally a continuation of the flagstaif, as will 
be appreciated. ' 

Into the lower end of the tubular spring 3 
is inserted an upstanding tubular post forma 
tion 421 of a base~plate 4, said post formation 
also having numerous notched ribs 4*’ for 
the like purpose as above noted for the 
notches 2”. ‘The use of the spring 3 pro 
vides for the limited ?exing or yielding ac—_ 
tion of the ?agstaif of which it is a constitu 
ent to prevent the ?ag being damaged by 
close~passing trains and from the jar caused 
by heavy cars or engines. 
A bracket 2, for suitably attaching the con 

trivance or ?ag to a caboose-car or engine, 
has an outstanding arm 5*, terminated in a 
plate 5a, having a single notch or recess 5‘), the 
function of which will presently appear. The 
plate 5“L of the bracket-arm 5>< has extending 
from its upper surface an axis or pivot 5°, 
which is received within the tubular post 4a 
of the member 4, and which has suitably riv~ 
eted or swaged down thereon a washer or an 
nulus 5", effective to prevent the accidental 
upward displacement of the part 4 4a, as 
readily noted. . 
A dog or detent 6 is pivoted upon a stud 6a 

of the bracket-arm 5>< for engagement with 
any one of a number of notches or recesses 4°, 
formed in the plate 4, which may be caused 
to register with the notch‘ 5b in the bracket 
arm plate 4 for the suitable retention at the 
required point of adjustment of the ?agstaff, 
according to the angle of presentation it may 
be required to give the flag. 

I claim—- ‘ 
1. A device of the character described, 

comprising a signaling-?ag having a tubular 
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‘formation adapted to constitute the ?agstaff 
in part, a base member having its upper end 
insertible in the lower end of said tubular 
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‘formation and having a wing or plate forma 
tion interposed between a lapping edge por 
tion of said tubular formation and said flag 
and secured in place in common therewith. 

2. A signaling-flag having its staff consti 
tuted in part of a compactly-coiled tubular 
spring and a staif-adjusting contrivance com 
prising a tubular post formation having 
notched ribs adapted for insertion into the 
lower end of said spring and effective engage 
ment with the coils or spirals of said spring, 
and means insertible in said tubular forma 
tion for retention in place. 

3. A signaling device comprising a ?ag, its 
staff constituted in part of a compactly 
coiled tubular spring, a bracket having a 
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notched plate or disk terminal, a tubular 
post formation inserted into the lower end of 
said spring having its carrying disk or plate 
portion provided with a number ofé notches 
or recesses and resting upon a pivot or axis 
formation of the notched plate of said disk, 
and a dog or detent carried by the arm of 
said bracket and adapted to engage the 
notches of said plates or disks. 

In testimony whereof I af?x my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 

JOHN LANIUS. 

Witnesses: 
C. R. MILLER, 
C. H. HENKEL. 
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